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Abstract

Discovery is one of the most important activities in ubiquitous and distributed computing, with a plethora of available
protocols. Most of these protocols are designed for one concrete purpose: network nodes discovery, service discovery,
search of specific information stored through the network, and so forth.

Designing a single discovery system able to deal with the particularities of many different information structures and
purposes seems not feasible. Moreover, these data structures possess some underlaying meanings and relationships that
are usually hidden from traditional discovery protocols that use simple text-based matchmaking.

A semantic discovery protocol could solve this problem by taking advantage of semantically annotated data and per-
forming reasoning over the information to obtain additional knowledge that can be crucial in processing the queries.

In this paper, we describe the basics of a novel semantic discovery mechanism called mRDP (Multicast Resource Dis-
covery Protocol) built upon HTTP and Semantic Web technology to provide more powerful discovery capabilities.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Discovery has always been a hot topic in net-
working, generally constituting an initial step to
obtain information about available entities in order
to perform further interactions. This issue becomes
specially important in ubiquitous computing sys-

tems or mobile ad-hoc networks, where existing
entities must be continuously aware of each other,
and adapt the network topology as required.

Although several different discovery protocols
have been proposed and used over the last years
in concrete architectures, mainly for device and ser-
vice discovery, there is no common agreement about
a unified discovery protocol.

Edwards [9] defines discovery in ubiquitous com-
puting systems as ‘‘a mechanism for dynamically

referencing a resource on the network’’. Devices
and resources come and go on a highly dynamic
basis, thus McGrath highlights ‘‘spontaneity’’ and
‘‘automatic adaptation’’ as some of the most impor-
tant features of the discovery process [18].
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Ubiquitous computing researchers are particu-
larly sensitive to discovery protocols, since an
important part of the expected intelligence in the
environment is meant to be provided during this ini-
tial phase: if the user’s PDA is not able to find
appropriate devices to communicate with in the
environment, it will not be able to provide the
required services to the user.

Although this goal may not seem very difficult to
achieve – in fact several simple and lightweight dis-
covery protocols have been used in the past – pro-
viding a higher level of intelligence during
discovery is much more complicated.

For instance, an entity may issue a search request
for ‘‘devices inside a cupboard’’, ‘‘computers near

the TV’’ or ‘‘digital photo frames with pictures
authored by a friend of mine’’.

The above examples are not especially difficult to
implement in any ubiquitous computing architecture
conveniently prepared to cope with them, especially
the meaning of the highlighted terms: if the informa-
tion is structured in a uniform way (e.g., XML) and
stored somewhere, or maybe distributed across the
different entities in the network, a query can be cre-
ated and disseminated to obtain the results.

However, a more difficult approach consists in the
possibility of creating a discovery system able to
manage any kind of unexpected query, dealing with
concepts, vocabularies and relationships among the
terms that are unknown at the time of system design.

For instance, let’s consider the following
scenario:

• Objects are tagged in such a way that a contain-
ing object (e.g., a wardrobe, or a backpack) is
able to know the identity of the objects directly
placed inside. An example of such system is
formed by objects tagged with barcodes and bar-
code readers on the containers.

• A PDA is stored in a backpack.
• The backpack is placed in a room.

If a subject is provided with this information and
asked to identify available PDAs in the room he will
surely point at the PDA inside the backpack as one
of the items: location is a transitive property, which
means that if the PDA is in the backpack, which in
turn is placed in the room, the PDA is located in the
room.

However, computing systems are not able to
interpret information at as fine a level as humans
do; they do not know about the properties of the

location concept. Unless explicitly programmed to
do so, ‘‘location’’ is a word like any other such as
‘‘point to’’: the PDA is pointing to the backpack,
which in turn is pointing to the room, does not
imply that the PDA is pointing to the room.

An intelligent discovery mechanism must provide
a higher level of context interpretation and knowl-
edge than traditional text pattern matching
schemes: it dives through the information relation-
ships, understanding their implications. Fortu-
nately, there is one technology able to provide the
required framework for annotating data and rela-
tionships and creating knowledge that can be used
in the discovery process: the Semantic Web.

The Semantic Web is particularly interesting for
discovery because of its future-proof characteristics:
it can provide a solution framework for ‘‘problems

and situations yet to be defined’’ [15]. Therefore, it
can provide the mechanism to support the creation
of undefined search queries on concepts unknown at
the moment of design, exploring the connections of
information structures to provide a much deeper
knowledge, and more refined search results.

This paper presents mRDP, a discovery protocol
based on semantic queries. In Section 2 a number of
discovery protocols and architectures are mentioned
along with their limitations. Section 3 provides an
introduction to semantic queries. Section 4 intro-
duces the basics of mRDP – Multicast Resource
Discovery Protocol, a lightweight protocol for
semantic discovery in local area networks. Sections
5 and 6 describe the format of queries and protocol
messages, respectively. In Section 7 measures of
mRDP performance are included. Finally, the con-
clusions and a brief discussion about future lines
of semantic discovery are provided.

2. Related work

Different discovery protocols such as SLP [13],
Jini [26], UPnP SSDP [12] and other alternatives
[9] have been widely used in the past, and their lim-
itations have been clearly identified [6]:

• Lack of rich representation: the existing architec-
tures lack of expressive languages, representation
and tools for the broad range of service
descriptions.

• Lack of constraint specification and inexact
matching: most protocols require exact match-
ing, with a simplistic notion of constraints. Lack
of semantic matching.
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• Lack of ontology support for representing service
descriptions and capabilities.

For example, Jini matching is performed by com-
paring interface names, not functionality, there is no
reasoning mechanism and it uses absolute matching
(e.g.: printer name and model, instead of ‘‘the near-
est printer’’).

mDNS [8], DNS-SD [7] and Bonjour (a variant
of DNS-SD) [1] are other candidate technologies,
but neither of them embraces the potential of
semantic mark-up. There are also other novel
approaches, such as Cooltown [14] which used
‘‘URL sensing’’ for discovery, based on IR/RF, bar-
codes, electronic tags or optical recognition. López
de Ipiña et al. carried out a similar approach in
EMI2 [17] by encoding tiny URLs in TRIP tags
[16] for device identification.

Other systems have already addressed the impor-
tance of discovery and the suitability of Semantic
Web technologies to help here [21] [20] [22]. In all
cases, the activity that embodies the essence of the
discovery process is matchmaking: how the query
is resolved to identify suitable candidates.

Virtually all existing discovery protocols base the
matchmaking process in the device or service type,
the ID or some concrete attribute values. This
approach performs relatively well for simple sys-
tems, but as McGrath points out, ‘‘keyword or string

matching is relatively easy and efficient to implement

[. . .]. String matching performs well in limited cases:

essentially when the vocabulary is controlled ’’ [19].
Simple discovery protocols provide basic attri-

bute-value matching mechanisms, where service
type or ID are considered as attributes. The expres-
sive capability of such systems is thus restricted at a
syntax level.

The need for more intelligent discovery capabili-
ties is again stressed in [34]: ‘‘service discovery proto-

cols must work in unfamiliar computing environments

[. . .] Service discovery design for such environments

is more challenging [. . .] This means that service dis-

covery protocols and the underlying computing infra-

structure must have more intelligence’’.
As previously mentioned, Semantic Web technol-

ogies overcome the above limitations by describing
information at a higher level, and it is specially suit-
able for unknown domains [15].

Semantic discovery seems very promising but
there are not many experiences with systems imple-
menting this model (‘‘although RDF has been

proposed as the service description format for interop-

erability between service discovery systems [23], so

far there is no service description standard yet’’
[33]).

During the last two years we have been designing
an advanced ubiquitous computing architecture
based on the Web communication model and
Semantic Web technologies: SoaM – Smart Objects
Awareness and Adaptation Model [27]. Since exist-
ing discovery protocols did not provide the required
level of intelligence, as already explained, we
designed a lightweight semantic discovery protocol
for our architecture: mRDP – Multicast Resource
Discovery Protocol.

3. An introduction to semantic queries

During the last years the whole Web model has
been undergoing an evolution towards a new para-
digm called ‘‘the Semantic Web’’ [3]. The basics of
the Semantic Web were outlined by Berners-Lee
et al. in [5].

Basically the Semantic Web is a Web of knowl-
edge, where concepts and information are repre-
sented in a machine readable and understandable
form and linked via URIs. Every concept (people,
places, objects, time events, verbs, and so forth)
can be identified via a unique URI, in such a way
that a universe of concepts can be related to each
other. RDF (Resource Description Framework)
[29] is the Semantic Web mechanism for creating
information graphs with arcs representing the rela-
tionships among concepts. RDF graphs can also
be transformed into an XML-based serialised form,
more suitable for transmission.

More interestingly, the Semantic Web does not
only provide a mechanism for information represen-
tation but also for reasoning. OWL (Web Ontology
Language) [28] is an example of a Semantic Web
technology that can be used to represent ‘‘descrip-
tion logic’’ [2] formalisms in such a way that new
information can be automatically generated by
applying intrinsic reasoning mechanisms.

In fact, OWL provides a means for creating tran-
sitive properties such as ‘‘located in’’, symmetric
properties such as ‘‘near’’, inverse relationships such
as that established between ‘‘located in’’ and ‘‘con-
tains’’, and so forth. Using OWL it is possible to
define concepts, features and relationships for any
knowledge domain.

As already mentioned, a major advantage of
using RDF/OWL instead of basic attribute-value
matching is that semantic processing can be
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performed to resolve the query. For instance, let’s
consider the following scenario:

A tool manufacturing firm designs an intelligent
drill that is able to automatically switch itself off if
the user is drilling metal in the presence of inflam-
mable substances. The drill periodically searches
the environment for inflammable materials, issuing
a warning to the user via the built-in display.

The environment and the objects within, includ-
ing the drill, provide semantic information which
is stored in a collective knowledge repository. For
instance (using Notation 3 [4]):

Existing Ontologies in the repository provide
location relationships, based on <loc:locat-
edIn> (transitive) and <loc:contains> (transi-
tive and inverse of <loc:locatedIn>), as well
as the following additional information:

The query ‘‘identify inflammable material in the

location where I am drilling metal’’ issued periodi-
cally by the drill can be represented as:

A strict matching of the previous query against
existing context information in order to resolve the
variables would not yield a result: there is no evidence
of the nature of materials and location relationships
without applying ontological reasoning. In this case,
the drill would not detect the dangerous situation; the
DRILL would not be considered intelligent.

However, the application of transitive and
inverse relationships contained in the ontologies
would generate the following new facts:

The first and second facts are obtained through
the subtype relationships provided by the existing
ontology about materials. The third fact is obtained
via the ‘‘inverse’’ relationship among <loc:con-
tains> and <loc:locatedIn> in the location
ontology (if box1 contains fuel1, then fuel1 is
located in box1). Finally the fourth fact is generated
by the transitive nature of <loc:locatedIn> (if
fuel1 is located in box1, which in turn is located
in room1, then fuel1 is located in room1).

Semantic reasoning prior to query execution aug-
ments the available knowledge base to successfully
resolve the query and obtain the selected object
(<urn:uuid:fuel1>). The drill is now able to dis-
play a warning message to the user. In fact, the mes-
sage could contain a more descriptive label for the
inflammable material that could also be found in
the collective knowledge repository by issuing this
query:

Distributed and ubiquitous computing environ-
ments are composed of a variety of digital objects
managing different parts of the collective knowl-
edge. A semantic discovery protocol must be
able to disseminate queries through the network
in such a way that they reach every object,
where semantic processing takes place and results
are sent back. The whole process results in a
distributed discovery mechanism with intrinsic
intelligence.

4. Semantic discovery with mRDP

Both as an important part of our architecture
and as a broader goal itself we established a number
of requirements for a semantic-powered discovery
protocol:

• In order to achieve spontaneity, no central regis-
tration server must be used. Thus, multicast com-
munication will be applied.

• Since some devices can feature limited processing
capabilities, two modes of operation must be pro-
vided: full semantic-powered operation, and
basic operation.

• It must feature a highly expressive language for
the queries.

• It must be able not only to provide searching
capabilities about resources, but also to obtain

<urn:uuid:drill1> loc:locatedIn <urn:uuid:room1>.

<urn:uuid:drill1> task:drilling <urn:uuid:surface1>.

<urn:uuid:surface1> rdf:type fur:SteelShelf.

<urn:uuid:box1> loc:contains <urn:uuid:fuel1>.

<urn:uuid:box1> loc:locatedIn <urn:uuid:room1>.

<urn:uuid:fuel1> rdf:type fuel:ChemicalFuel.

fur:SteelShelf rdf:subtype mat:MetallicThing.

fuel:ChemicalFuel rdf:subtype mat:InflammableThing.

IDENTIFY ?material WHERE

?material loc:locatedIn ?room.

?material rdf:type mat:InflammableThing.

<urn:uuid:drill1> loc:locatedIn ?room.

<urn:uuid:drill1> task:drilling ?sur.

?sur rdf:type mat:MetallicThing.

<urn:uuid:fuel1> rdf:type mat:InflammableThing.

<urn:uuid:surface1> rdf:type mat:MetallicThing.

<urn:uuid:fuel1> loc:locatedIn <urn:uuid:box1>.

<urn:uuid:fuel1> loc:locatedIn <urn:uuid:room1>.

IDENTIFY ?label WHERE

<urn:uuid:fuel1> rdfs:label ?label.
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URLs where more information about them can
be downloaded.

• It must be based on the TCP/IP stack with the
highest possible integration with HTTP (thus,
taking advantage of the Web architecture and
HTTP security mechanisms).

The resulting design is mRDP – Multicast
Resource Discovery Protocol, a UDP/HTTP-based
protocol for semantic-powered queries, providing
two different functions:

• Resource identification: search the network for
resources meeting particular conditions. For
example, ‘‘find all the devices located in
urn:uuid:room21’’.

• Resource description location: search the net-
work for sources of information about a particu-
lar resource. For example, ‘‘where can I obtain
information about urn:uuid:fuel1?’’.

While resource identification has already been
visited in the previous example, description location
is a new feature that enables an mRDP client to
locate information providers about a particular
resource, given its URI.

For example, an mRDP client may want to know
all the information related to http://people.

com/bobby in the network, or maybe all the data
related to urn:uuid:fuel1 stored by any entity.
The mRDP client would issue a location request
about the URI, and every mRDP server containing
some piece of information about that resource
would reply with a URL where that information
can be downloaded.

Attaching just the URL is more efficient than
directly sending the whole volume of data in the
reply for several reasons:

• It generates less traffic, since packets are signifi-
cantly smaller than conveying all the
information.

• The decision about eventually downloading the
data is left to the client, which carries out the
download if needed (maybe the required infor-
mation has already been downloaded from
another source, so there is no need to retrieve it
again).

• The URL can be reused several times if the cli-
ent needs to poll the data about the resource
periodically, without searching the network
again.

These two functions of mRDP, despite being inde-
pendent, can be coordinated in a complementary
process: the mRDP client obtains the identification
of resources meeting some conditions, and after-
wards locates the information sources where more
data about those resources can be downloaded.

4.1. Operation

The mRDP architecture declares two types of
agents: mRDP clients and mRDP servers. Gener-
ally, both agents coexist within the same entity, que-
rying and providing information, promoting a P2P
architecture in the network.

During resource identification, (1) an mRDP cli-
ent disseminates the query through the network
about a particular resource matching some concrete
conditions. Every mRDP server receives the query,
processes it against its information model, that is,
the RDF graph, and (2) returns the results with
the URIs of the resources matching the query back
to the client.

During resource description location, (3) an
mRDP client disseminates a request about the
resource throughout the network. Every mRDP
server checks whether there is information avail-
able about that resource in its RDF graph and, if
so, (4) it returns one or more URLs to the cli-
ent, where data about the resource can be
downloaded.

The interactions illustrating both functions are
depicted in Fig. 1. The client disseminates a query
q about a resource to the network, where four
mRDP servers are available, each of them with an
RDF graph representing the managed information.
Two of them, B and C, can resolve the query suc-
cessfully and provide the identification of two
resources satisfying the query: B provides r1 and
C provides r2. Next, the client disseminates a
request to retrieve all the available information
about r1 in the network. Not only B replies provid-
ing at least one URL where all its stored informa-
tion about r1 can be downloaded, but D also
replies, since it stores some pieces of information
concerning r1 (although this data was not enough
to match the original query q).

In order to save traffic and time, mRDP servers
can also provide resource description location
URLs in the response to the identification message
(2), so the client does not need to perform a second
interaction except in the case where more informa-
tion from other sources is needed.
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While client queries are always multicast, so they
can use UDP as the transport protocol, the server
responses are always unicast. These responses are
not limited in size, and in fact, they can be very large
(e.g., in a scenario where an mRDP server stores
information about dozens of users, and the mRDP
client disseminates a request to identify resources
of type ‘‘user’’).

Queries can be conveyed in UDP messages since
they are small, but responses could be larger and
require fragmentation or ‘‘chunking’’ if embodied
in UDP datagrams. Moreover, in order to cope with
network reliability, the client can issue several cop-
ies of the query, but if servers have to deal with

UDP unreliability in every response, the complexity
of the protocol increases unnecessarily.

Moreover, while queries must be readable by any
server in order to check whether they can provide
the desired information, responses could require a
higher level of privacy and security. Attaching the
appropriate security mechanisms to the resulting
protocol would even create a more cumbersome
communication scheme.

Fortunately there is another solution to the prob-
lem, backed up by existing and well-proven tech-
niques and better integrated into our model: the
client could attach a callback HTTP URI to the
request, so that every mRDP server can send the re-
sponse to this endpoint, using traditional HTTP
communication, augmented with authentication
mechanisms (basic or digest), or even HTTPS.

Some advantages of sending the response back to
the client using HTTP are:

• Since HTTP is used in other parts of the our
architecture, reuse of libraries and minimisation
of platform size is achieved by this strategy.

• HTTP Basic or Digest Authentication as well as
HTTPS can be easily reused and implemented,
thus taking advantage of existing standards.

• Since HTTP uses TCP as transport layer, reliabil-
ity is intrinsically provided and messages are not
limited in size.

Therefore, the mRDP communication architec-
ture will use UDP multicast messages for sending
the requests and HTTP callbacks for receiving the
responses as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Example of mRDP operation.

Fig. 2. mRDP over the TCP/IP protocol stack.
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A UML sequence diagram of the communication
process is depicted in Fig. 3. The steps involved are:

1. A client application requests the mRDP client
module to issue a request to the network convey-
ing a certain query to find matching resources.
The mRDP server module on the server side
receives the query and processes it against the
internal information model. The response is gen-
erated and sent back to the client in an HTTP
POST request, where the HTTP server module
extracts the data and passes it to the client
application.

2. If the client needs to find more information for a
concrete resource, it requests the mRDP client
module to issue a description location request
to the network. Receiving servers managing
information about the queried resource generate
an HTTP POST callback, containing their refer-

ences for accessing that resource data, to the cli-
ent HTTP server, which in turn passes them to
the client application.

3. Finally, the client application may use the refer-
ences to retrieve the desired resource information
from the HTTP server at the server, via a simple
HTTP GET operation.

Step 2 can be avoided if the response to the iden-
tification request in step 1 already contains refer-
ences provided by the server to download resource
information, thus generating the sequence depicted
in Fig. 4.

Both mechanisms are complementary, since the
server can include its references for retrieving
resource information, while the client can issue an
mRDP description location request to the network
for obtaining more references from other servers that
also manage information about the queried resource.

Fig. 3. mRDP UML sequence diagram with all the interactions.
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4.2. Resource identification

The purpose of resource identification request
messages is to convey some kind of query, so that
resources matching the query are identified. Differ-
ent query languages can be used for this purpose,
but SPARQL [32] is probably the best positioned
candidate: SPARQL syntax provides rich levels of
expressiveness for constructing conditions about
resources in a RDF graph.

Obviously the main problem with SPARQL is
that it requires a SPARQL engine in every mRDP
server, which is not generally possible in limited
devices. Moreover, SPARQL provides a lot of
additional constructions and keywords that are nei-
ther required nor useful for resource identif-i
cation.

A simpler alternative to SPARQL must be pro-
vided, such that limited devices can interpret and
process the queries, and generate replies when act-
ing as mRDP servers.

5. Plant: pattern language for N-Triples

The most basic standardised RDF notation
available is N-Triples [30]. N-Triples features a
line-based, plain-text format and very simple gram-

mar, a subset of Notation 3 [4], for encoding an
RDF graph.

An example document representing RDF infor-
mation in N-Triples format is:1

No prefixes but absolute URIs must be used in
N-Triples for identifying resources. Basically the
N-Triples notation is the direct serialisation of every
triple in the RDF graph. N-Triples allows typed lit-
erals and blank nodes. N-Triples’s simplicity makes
it the best candidate for limited devices when deal-
ing with RDF information.

However, there is an important drawback in N-
Triples notation for our purpose: it can only express
concrete RDF triples, neither patterns nor condi-
tions. In order to support these kind of construc-
tions, the N-Triples syntax must be extended to be
able to produce expressions such as:

<urn:uuid:tv1> <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/

tvchannel> <http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctwo>.

<urn:uuid:light1> <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/

12/lightluminance> ‘4’’.

Fig. 4. Optimised mRDP UML sequence diagram.

1 Apparent line breaks in the code are due to limitations in page
width.
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Listing 1. Example of triple patterns based on N-
Triples.

The above expression represents a query to iden-
tify a resource ?r meeting two statement patterns
(conditions): ?r’s type is TV and its current config-
ured channel is BBC2.

In order to be able to build this kind of expres-
sion with variables, representing RDF triple pat-
terns, the N-Triples grammar must be extended.
Therefore, we modified the subject and object

productions that were originally defined in the N-
Triples specification [30] in order to support vari-
able constructs via a new variable production.

Now, triple patterns such as those illustrated in
Listing 1 can be supported by this simple extension
we have called Plant (Pattern Language for N-
Triples).

Just as N-Triples represents a subset of Notation
3 expressiveness, Plant represents a subset of
SPARQL expressiveness. If fact, the example of
Listing 1 can be translated into SPARQL as:

However, Plant’s simplicity makes it especially
suitable for being processed by resource-limited
devices without demanding high computing
requirements. If the receiving server is able to pro-
cess SPARQL queries, it can transform the Plant
query into a SPARQL representation as illustrated
above. If the server does not feature a SPARQL
engine, it can use the Plant Query Resolution
Algorithm.

The Plant Query Resolution Algorithm is a very
simple and straightforward variables unification
algorithm optimised for dealing with RDF informa-
tion and resolve Plant queries, although another
query syntax could be used.

The algorithm is structured in the following
steps:

1. Optionally, map the attribute-value pairs into
RDF triples (if the information is not already
in RDF form).

2. Identify all the variables in the whole set of Plant
patterns.

3. For every Plant pattern, select the triples in the
information model that meet such a pattern and
annotate the combination of valid values for
the variables provided by the triple (* for any
value).

4. Substitute * by the available values of the
involved variable in combinations present in
other Plant patterns.

5. Identify the combinations of values that match
all the patterns: these combinations represent
the solutions for the variables. If no combination
is identified, the query cannot be resolved.

This algorithm is easy to implement in limited
devices and provides the required compatibility with
our semantic-powered discovery mechanism.

5.1. mRDP SPARQL queries

In addition to Plant, SPARQL queries are also
supported in mRDP as illustrated further in Listing
3. Only SELECT constructions are allowed in
mRDP SPARQL queries since they are the only
ones that can produce bounded variables with val-
ues (CONSTRUCT and DESCRIBE return a graph,
and ASK returns a boolean).

Since a SPARQL SELECT query can include a
number of variables, the one involved in the mRDP
resolution is that referred to in the request line of
the protocol (see Section 6).

SPARQL queries are much more powerful than
Plant queries. They can express conditions and fil-
ters with logical connectives and a broad range of
operators. The main drawback of using SPARQL
is that resource-limited devices will not be able to
process SPARQL queries; but this is not a concern
in traditional computer-based networks.

6. mRDP message format

mRDP request messages typically convey a Plant
query over UDP and are multicasted to the address
224.0.24.1 and UDP port 2773. The MIME type

subject ::= uriref j nodeID j variable
object ::= uriref j nodeID j literal j variable
variable ::= ’?’ name

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns>

PREFIX tv: <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/tv>

SELECT ?r

WHERE {?r rdf:type tv:TV.

?r tv:channel <http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctwo>.

}

1. ?r <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-nstype>

<http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/tvTV>.

2. ?r <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/tvchannel>

<http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctwo>.
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[11] for Plant queries is application/

com.awareit.plant.
mRDP request messages follow an multi-line

syntax, being extensible through new headers to
provide additional semantics. As most Internet pro-
tocols, ASCII characters 13 and 10 (CR LF) are
used to separate lines which constitute the major
divisions in the message format.

An mRDP request message is composed of a
request line, zero or more headers and an optional
body section. The request line’s main element is
the command, either an IDENTIFY command
followed by the variable to resolve in the query
or a LOCATE command with a resource URI.
The request line ends with a protocol version
number.

Headers follow the same format as traditional
headers in protocols such as HTTP [10], also used
in RTSP [25] or SIP [24]. There are four headers
defined in mRDP 1.0:

• NSeq: request sequence number for detecting
duplicate request messages from clients and pair-
ing requests and responses.

• Content-Type: MIME type of the message
body section. Currently, mRDP supports two
MIME types: application/com.awa-

reit.plant for Plant queries, and applica-

tion/sparql-query for SPARQL queries.
This header must not appear if the message does
not contain a body section (such as LOCATE

messages).
• Content-Length: length in bytes of the mes-

sage body section. This header must not appear
if the message does not contain a body section
(such as LOCATE messages).

• Callback-URI: the endpoint where the server
must send the response back to the client. The
type parameter can give information about the
interface type used by this endpoint in the form
of a namespace URI. Several callback URIs
can be provided by the client in this header, with
the same or different interface types, in order to
allow the server to build the response message
in the most suitable format. If no interface type
is provided, the default is http://www.awa-
reit.com/soam/2006/04/redelwshttpPost, which
is the only interface type for mRDP callbacks
defined at the moment.

IDENTIFY messages must contain a body sec-
tion where the query, either in Plant or SPARQL

is conveyed, while LOCATE messages must not con-
tain a body.

An example of message conveying a Plant query
to ‘‘find inflammable material’’ as depicted in Sec-
tion 3 is:

Listing 2. An example mRDP resource identifica-
tion message.

The same message using SPARQL for the
query:

Listing 3. An example mRDP resource identifica-
tion message with SPARQL.

Listing 4 is an example of a LOCATE message
multicasted to the network in order to obtain infor-
mation sources where more data about urn:

uuid:fuel1 can be downloaded. Two possible
callback endpoints are provided, one of them with

1. IDENTIFY ?material mRDP/1.0

2. NSeq: 23

3. Content-Type: application/com.awareit.plant

4. Content-Length: 483

5. Callback-URI: http://169.254.0.3/mrdpendpoint

6.

7. ?material <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/loca-

tionlocatedIn> ?room.

8. ?material <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

nstype> <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/

materialInflammableThing>.

9. <urn:uuid:drill1> <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/

12/locationlocatedIn> ?room.

10. <urn:uuid:drill1> <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/

12/tasksdrilling>. ?sur

11. <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-nstype>

<http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/

materialMetallicThing>.

1. IDENTIFY ?material mRDP/1.0

2. NSeq: 23

3. Content-Type: application/sparql-query

4. Content-Length: 475

5. Callback-URI: http://169.254.0.3/mrdpendpoint

6.

7. PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syn-

tax-ns>

8. PREFIX loc: <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/

location>

9. PREFIX mat: <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/

material>

10. PREFIX task: <http://www.awareit.com/onto/2005/12/

tasks>

11. SELECT ?material

12. WHERE {?material loc:locatedIn ?room.

13. ?material rdf:type mat:InflammableThing.

14. <urn:uuid:drill1> loc:locatedIn ?room.

15. <urn:uuid:drill1> task:drilling ?sur.

16. ?sur rdf:type mat:MetallicThing.

17. }
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the default interface explicitly declared (though this
is not required):

Listing 4. An example mRDP resource descriptions
location message.

Due to the unreliable nature of UDP, mRDP
request messages must be sent three times in order
to increase the probability of reaching the possible
destinations in the case some UDP packet is lost.
Three times for every message is a good balance
between increasing reliability without generating
much network traffic (other discovery protocols
such as SSDP also apply this strategy).

6.1. ReDEL: resource description endpoints language

After resolving the variables in the resource iden-
tification message or locating the information
sources in the resource description location mes-
sage, the mRDP server constructs the reply, which
is an HTTP request to the callback URI provided
by the client and conveying the required data in a
suitable format.

The client receives the replies via the provided
Callback-URI, processing them afterwards. The
replies themselves are very simple, they just need
to express the resources matching the query and
how to access available descriptions. The format
should be straightforward, so that limited clients
can process it without much overload.

We have designed a simple mark-up language
called ReDEL – Resource Description Endpoints
Language, for annotating the information con-
tained in the replies to IDENTIFY and LOCATE

mRDP messages. A possible HTTP callback con-
veying a ReDEL response to the query shown in
Listing 2 is the following:

Listing 5. An example of HTTP callback conveying
ReDEL payload.

Lines 13–16 embody the information related to
the resource that matched the query. An entity
received the request message and identified
urn:uuid:fuel1 as a possible solution to the
query, thus generating the above response for the
client and including two URLs in lines 14 and 15
where the client can retrieve extended information
about urn:uuid:fuel1.

The first URL provides information about
urn:uuid:fuel1 when requested through a sim-
ple HTTP GET message, while the second URL
implements the SPARQL protocol HTTP POST
binding as described in [31]. The default in case no
interface is specified is HTTP GET. The mRDP cli-
ent features an HTTP server for receiving this kind
of callback.

The minimum requirements any implementation
must support at the client side are:

• Creating application/com.awareit.plant

queries.
• Disseminating the queries to the multicast IP

address 224.0.24.1 and multicast UDP port
2773.

• Reserving an HTTP callback URI for receiving
HTTP POST messages with ReDEL payload.

• Processing ReDEL documents with the solution.

And at the server side:

• Joining the multicast IP address 224.0.24.1 and
listening to the multicast UDP port 2773.

• Processing application/com.awareit.

plant queries.
• Generating ReDEL documents with the solution.
• Issuing HTTP POST callbacks for conveying the

ReDEL payload.

1. LOCATE urn:uuid:fuel1 mRDP/1.0

2. NSeq: 57

3. Callback-URI:http://169.254.0.3 /mrdpendpoint,

http://169.254.0.3:8081/altmrdpep;type=http://www.

awareit.com/soam/2006/04/redelwshttpPost

1. POST /mrdpendpoint HTTP/1.0

2. Host: 169.254.0.3

3. NSeq: 23

4. Content-Type: application/com.awareit.redel+xml

5. Content-Length: 583

6.

7. <?xml version=‘‘1.0’’ encoding=‘‘UTF-8"?>

8. <redel xmlns=‘‘http://www.awareit.com/soam/2006/04/

redel"

9. xmlns:xsi=‘‘http://www.w3.org /2001/XMLSchema-

instance’’

10. xsi:schemaLocation=‘‘http://www.awareit.com/soam/

2006/04/redel

11. http://www.awareit.com/soam/2006/04/redel.xsd’’>

12.

13. <resource uri=‘‘urn:uuid:fuel1">

14. <location url=‘‘http://169.254.0.12/fuel1_

description.rdf’’ type =‘‘http://www.awareit.com/

soam/2006/04/srdfws#httpGet’’/>

15. <location url=‘‘http://169.254.0.12/sparql"

type=‘‘http://www.w3.org/2005/08/sparql-protocol-

query/queryHttpPost’’/>

16. </resource>

17.

18. </redel>
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7. Performance evaluation of lexical and semantic

discovery

The benefits of semantic discovery compared to
traditional text-based matching are clear: more
refined results are obtained by interpreting the infor-
mation relationships. Devices and computers pro-
cessing semantic queries over their managed
information base seem more intelligent than tradi-
tional agents, and this is especially noticeable during
discovery as we depicted in Section 3. However,
what is the impact on performance for semantic
queries?

In order to test the performance of the match-
making mechanism in mRDP with and without rea-
soning, we executed the above search against 10
mRDP servers (Pentium 1.86 GHz) powered with
a Java implementation of the Plant Query Resolu-
tion Algorithm. During the first round, the servers
were configured to apply both ontology and domain
rules reasoning. During the second round, no form
of semantic reasoning was performed.

Every test was executed 8 consecutive times, thus
10 servers · 8 times = 80 tests. The first execution
provokes the initialisation of internal structures
and, thus, takes more time, so we isolated it. Second
and subsequent executions produce more stabilised
results.

Absolute values are not representative since they
depend on system configuration, so we analysed rel-
ative measures. In this scenario with few rules and
basic ontological relationships, lexical matchmaking
is about 2.82 times faster than semantic matchmak-
ing in the first execution, when the initialisation
takes place.

Subsequent executions are much more efficient,
since internal structures have been already gener-
ated. In this case, lexical matchmaking performs
even better, around 5.55 times faster than semantic
matchmaking after stabilisation (see Fig. 5).

While lexical matchmaking increases linearly as
the knowledge base gets larger, semantic match-
making increases exponentially as more data and
ontologies are provided. As expected, semantic
matchmaking is more time-consuming than the sim-
ple lexical version.

However, this issue has minimal impact on dis-
covery performance: semantic reasoning is only car-
ried out at concrete moments of time when
information or ontologies change. Once the knowl-
edge base has been augmented via semantic reason-
ing, the queries can be resolved against the data

repository with lexical-like performance as long as
the information remains the same.

In highly dynamic systems with continuous infor-
mation updates, semantic discovery demands con-
tinuous reasoning. However, as the frequency of
information change decreases, the performance of
semantic discovery mimics that of lexical match-
making for the same scenario (considering the over-
head incurred by the augmented knowledge base).

When it comes to intelligence, semantic discovery
is much more powerful than the traditional
approach in order to find resources that meet some
concrete criteria. It is able to browse the roots of the
information to unleash the real meaning, create
relationships and produce the right answers. We
consider semantic discovery mechanisms as facilita-
tors to provide the degree of intelligence required in
modern distributed architectures.

8. Conclusion

mRDP provides a simple and powerful way for
performing semantic queries in distributed environ-
ments, taking advantage of and reusing HTTP
infrastructure. Several discovery mechanisms have
been proposed in the past; none of them is widely
accepted.

Edwards published a comparative analysis [9]
about SSDP, Jini, Bluetooth SDP, SLP, Bonjour,
Salutation, and some other systems. The compari-
son was based on the criteria of topology, transport,
scope, search and security. Table 1 reproduces part
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of the analysis involving the above protocols, with
an additional row for mRDP.

mRDP exhibits some distinct characteristics
compared with other alternatives. Remarkably, its
powerful semantic search capabilities enable the
intelligent processing of queries producing better
results, both in quantity and quality, compared to
traditional lexical matchmaking. Moreover, since
mRDP takes advantage of the widely accepted
and reliable HTTP infrastructure for callbacks,
aspects such as authorisation and confidentiality
are directly supported in the system.

Despite being originally conceived for ubiquitous
computing scenarios, mRDP can also be applied in
more general traditional computing networks for
the semantic discovery of resources. Moreover,
since these networks are populated by computers
with full processing capabilities, it is feasible to
place an SPARQL engine in every network node
to benefit from full reasoning and querying
capabilities.

Regarding future research on mRDP, we would
like to highlight the possibility of improving the per-
formance and expressiveness of Plant to resolve
more complex queries. Although SPARQL can also
be used as a query language, there are some devices
that would support a slightly more powerful version
of the Plant Query Resolution Algorithm, but
would not support an implementation of a
SPARQL engine. Finally, improving the perfor-

mance of semantic reasoning in highly dynamic sys-
tems embodied on resource-limited devices is also a
challenging goal in our research agenda.
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